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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE
NAMIBIAN SQUACH ASSOCIATION, HELD AT WANDERERS MAIN
CLUB BOARDROOM, WINDHOEK ON SATURDAY, 19 November
2017 AT 8:30

PRESENT:

By 8:30 in accordance with the Constitution of the NSA a quorum had been reached and 16 members
(only 8 required) were present.

1. ATTENDANCE REGISTER

The attendance register was signed by all present. Attached to the minutes for record purposes.

2. WELCOME

Mr Nelson Herunga (NH) (current Chairperson) welcomed everybody present and thanked them for making
the time available to attend the meeting. He noted that not one of the current committee members are
present because all of them had resigned during the past period and that he is the only one left over. It is
however important to him that a proper hand over is given to the new committee as his term came to an
end.

3. APPOLOGIES

Mr. Nelson Herunga noted that Mr. Lindsey Kriel had handed in his apology for not attending, but that he is
willing to stand as new Chairperson if voted for and Mr. Roland Ludwig (KWD SQ) that he might be late
apologize due to a work emergency.

4. CONSTITUTION OF MEETING:

Mr. Nelson Herunga confirmed that there are 16 members present and that the meeting is constituted as a
legal AGM for the Namibian Squash Association for the year 2016.

5. ACCEPTANCE OF THE MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING:

The minutes of the previous meeting held on 2 November 2014 at Swakopmund was tabled for discussion.

The following were asked/discussed and resolved from the previous minutes:
5.1 Buccaneers club has no official coach at the moment. Ties were broken with Mario and Immanuel is

doing squash training in his private capacity.

5.2 In Mr. Nelson Herunga welcoming statement and question regarding Tyc’s job description. It is noted
that he (Nelson Herunga) is the only member of the previous committee as all members had resigned
their posts, in doing so it is seen that all ties and contracts are null in void.

5.3 Mr. Nelson Herunga gave a rough outline of the job description of Tyc. It was mentioned that he
trains 15 to 20 juniors on a regular basis.

Concerns were raised because courts are booked at Wanderers and then at times there is no training,
the juniors are there with Tyc absent and that Tyc’s commitment is questionable. It was also
mentioned that if correctly understood, he should visit the coast as well to evaluate the standard of
coaching country wide since he is the current national coach. (evaluations not done, advancement in
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coaching structures and skill levels not done. No Plan or structure implemented that one could be
evaluate.)

The meeting agreed that the new committee must obtain a copy of the agreement with Tyc and
evaluate it in the context of the current financial position of the NSA. The meeting also mandated
the committee to make a decision when it comes to that regarding the future and the detail of the
said agreement, in its current or future state.

5.4 It was agreed that the affiliation fees would not be paid by the clubs involved because the 2014 or
2015 financial statements was not made available to date. The meeting reiterated, that good
sponsors cannot be approached if the NSA’s financials is not on standard and the fact that it is not
finalized, put unnecessary pressure on the management of the NSA. Mr. Nelson Herunga also
indicated that due to the poor financial state of the NSA, proper accountants could not be afforded.
He also mentioned that the World Junior Championships in 2014 was actually managed by a different
organization and was only done with the blessing of the NSA. There is therefore no accounting
records for that event, since it was done by a different entity.
Mr. Nelson Herunga also informed the meeting that the debt of the NSA is as follows, but not 100%
sure of the exact amounts and if other is outstanding:

 N$500 000 over a 10 year period to Trustco and that profit generated by the glass court
should go to them

 N$12 000 outstanding with Wanderers Squash Club.
 N$12 000 to the World Squash Federation or at least a few years fees. (2014,2015,2016 not

paid)
 There could be other and the new committee will have to investigate this.

Mr. Nelson Herunga also informed the meeting that the Glass Court is owned by the NSA, the
Ministry of Sport do have some requirements regarding to the court as they have bought it, but that
he is sure that they will be more than willing to listen to suggestions. The meeting agreed that the
future of the court will be left to the committee to decide, taking into consideration the amount of
financial liabilities the NSA have as well as the cost to operate the glass court for events.

5.5 The individual clubs also informed the meeting that the agreement was that affiliation fees will be
paid as soon as financial statements are provided. Unfortunately none of that has happen and
therefore no fees were paid. The clubs also indicated that the fee is too high for them and that there
is no clarity if it must be paid on all members or only those taking part in competition.
The meeting agreed that the fee value, how it should work and who should be paid must be
evaluated by the committee and to find a better workable and acceptable proposal.
The meeting also agreed that communication to the clubs must improve, that the NSA must provide
them with something substantial to take to their members as motivation as why this fee must be paid
or make sense to be paid. Unfortunately each club chairperson have to report to his/her members
and that one person cannot approve costs because the NSA requires it.

5.6 It was noted as a matter of urgency that the clubs would send their squash calendars in to the NSA
Before the end of November 2016 so that a tentative a calendar could be compiled for 2017.
Note: this has to also coincide with RSA Calendar 2017.
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6. CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT: - Annexure A

Mr. Nelson Herunga went through the chairperson’s report - a copy is attached for ease of reference.

Some of the highlights were:
 Due to a reduction in financial sponsors, running the NSA is becoming extremely difficult. Trustco

also announced that they will not renew their general sponsorship, but will continue to sponsor
specific tournaments.

 He thanked the clubs for their continued support during a very difficult time.
 He mentioned that a site was identified in Katutura and finalization of it is still in process. Building

courts there in the future would possibly be the best way to grow the sport under the previously
disadvantage portion of the Namibian population. This will also be a challenge for the new committee
to take further.

 The best accomplishment for the year would be the implementation of the SportyHQ management
system. This project was driven by Daniël Conradie and he thanked him for the enormous amount of
time and effort he has put into this to get it from the ground. This system makes Namibia one of the
leading countries computerizing squash by using such a type of system, even before South Africa.
The effort by Daniël is therefore not measurable and the whole Namibian Squash community wish to
thank him.

7. ORDINARY BUSINESS:

7.1 Financial Statements for the period ending 28 February 2016
The financial statements has not been completed due to some detailed information still outstand. The
bank statements has been received.

8. ELECTION OF NEW COMMITTEE
The following members were nominated as new members:

 Lindsay Kriel (Chairperson)
 Nancy Fernandes (Vice- Chairperson)
 Chandre Jansen (Treasurer)
 Henk Knipe (Secretary)
 Rudi Koekemoer (Sponsorship Coordinator)
 Andrew Forrest (Development and Coaching) Andrew would be affiliated to development and

Coaching, working with juniors and seniors as well as current coaches
already in place.

 Donald Forrest (Additional Position) (marking and Referring coaching liaison with WSF and
Squash RSA)

 Dirk Van Niekerk           (Additional Position)
 Roland Ludwig (Klein Windhoek Squash)
 Steven Berry (Wanderers Squash)
 Ferdi Malherbe (SFC Squash)
 Jan de Smit (Buccaneers)

Mr Jan de Smit mentioned that Chandré Jansen may be interested in taking the position as treasurer. Mr.
Henk Knipe also pointed out that over and above the chairpersons of each club having a seat on the
committee, that there are only 6 positions available and that no provision is made for the additional positions
as nominated.

The meeting has therefore agreed, with no opposing vote, that 2 additional positions will be created for the
year, taking into consideration the huge amount of work that will have to be put in to get the NSA in a proper
functioning body again. The meeting also agreed that filling a position still open and or if it becomes open
during the year, may be filled by the committee itself during the year and only to be ratified at the next AGM.
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9. CONCLUSION:

In closing Mr. Nelson Herunga thanked everyone for coming and he wished the new committee all the best
for their new task. He also understood that it will take a year or two to get everything again running, but is
confident in the members chosen that the job will be done.

There being no further order of business, the meeting was adjourned at 11:20.

CERTIFIED A TRUE COPY
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